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 Abstract 
               In this paper, the dispersionrelation for longitudinal nd transverse 
       propagation f the  magneto-hydrodynamic waves in the full ionospheric conditions 
        is obtained according to SCHLUTER'S momentum balance quation.Then, a 
       retarded sound-type shock wave is studied according tothe conclusion given above. 
        It is shown that some rapid varying irregular  features of the h'--f curveon the 
       ionograms, which have vertical and horizontal motion may be attributedto a 
        retarded sound-type shock wave. 
1 Introduction 
   Considerable progress has been made in the study of the electrodynamical proper-
ties of a weakly ionized gas in the field of ionospheric physics. Especially, the 
propagation of radio waves in the ionosphere has been studied, since APPLETON and 
HARTREE proposed their magneto-ionic theory. 
   However, this theory assumes the wave motion of electrons in the immobile 
background the neutral particles. That is, this theory neglects the collisions of 
electrons with particles other than the neutral ones. This simplification is sufficient 
when we study the higher frequency than  60,52/coe, where  (01, and  roe are 'plasma 
frequency' and electron gyro-frequency, respectively. 
   When we are concerned with the frequency range corresponding to the geomagnetic 
micropulsation  — far below the gyro-frequency of positive ion, in which the motion 
of positive ions, as well as of neutral particles can no longer be neglected, the magneto-
hydrodynamic waves are derived. 
   This was pointed out for completely ionized gas by  ÃksTROm  [1]  , DUNGEY  [2]  , 
 SCIILUTER  [3], and FERRARO [4] under the restricted condition that all the collisions 
between effective particles could be neglected and by HINES [5] under the condition 
that only the collisions between the charged particles and neutral particles were 
included. 
   Considering the motion of individual particles — microscopic motion,  DUNGEY 
[6] treated this problem under the ionospheric condition. On the other hand, the 
dynamics  of  the  ionized  gases  can  be  studied  being  based  on  the  diffusion  --  
*  This  work  has  been  carried  out  as  a  part  of  the  research programme of geomagnetic 
 micropulsations (No. 38) in the Geophysical Institute,  TOhoku University.
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 macroscopic motion, in which the force field  (vp for an uncharged gas) per unit  volumP 
is extended into the general force field including the electrodynamic  forces. 
    This method has been studied originally by COWLING [7] and later by JOHNSON 
 [8,9], SCHLUTER  [10,11]  , and LUCAS and  SCHLUTER  [12]. The fundamental difference 
between DUNGEY'S treatment and the latter method can be seen from the term due 
to encounters  (cf. CHAPMAN and  COWLING [13] p. 335)  ; that is, although the former 
uses the usual collisional fre  juency 
 Tii1 
 1 mini/  )\1/2 
                   2NiCri12(27rKT (Mi +MO(1) 
the latter uses the effective collision frequency 
 vii  Tij  , 
 3(mi+  mi)  mimi )1/2 
 ,(first  approximation) (2)  —  8p  0-2ii27rKT(m, +mil 
and thus,  vii  =  vii. 
    It is the purpose of this paper to obtain the dispersion relations for longitudinal 
and transverse propagation in the ionospheric conditions  according to LUCAS and 
 SCHLUTER's treatment and an attempt is made to give an account of some irregular 
features of the ionosphere (shock wave) using the important conclusion derived from 
the arguments in the preceding sections. 
2 Fundamental Equations 
   The equationof motion of ith gas is  (cf. CHAPMAN and COWLING  [13] p. 415), 
 pti  L., Dt,:iv   =PiF+Nieivy x H  +Zoci,NiN1(v —Vi) , (3) 
where 
                          — Min
 = (4) 
 toi+Pi 
and  vi and  vj are mean velocity. 
 In  the  ionospheric ondition,  there  are  three  constituents  of  the  gas-mixture  —
neutral  particle,  positive  ion  and  electron  which  are  denoted  by  suffix  n,  +and  e, 
respectively. Then, the equation of motion (3) for these constituents are, 
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 wi,  w2ii and  w„ are the resistivity tensor components and in general complex. If we 
consider the case, 
 copp<  A  , (22) 
they are usual resistivity tensor components and in this case, the wave frequency is 
low enough to neglect time-derivative terms. It follows from this condition that 
        ,NnP(23)  0)(<,.,  1-1-tt ,  m
p  P. 
that is, 
                          ,...,...— P+n(rn+N p+ Mn,Nn) P+n   CO,--_--,„,  li+tt =---— 
                       Nn(m+H-mn)2 
provided that  M-1  rn„ and  N,  <Nn. Substituting the numerical values, this con-
dition corresponds to 
 T  > 1.794  x  1010/N„ . (24) 
where T is the period of oscillation,  T=27r/co. 
3 Waves Propagated along the Magnetic Lines of Force 
   Suppose that the simple case of plane waves are propagating in the direction of 
uniform magnetic field H parallel to Oz of an orthogonal reference system, that is, 
        3 a 3  
                   --  —  
 ax a0, az *  0  . (25)      y 
In this case, in general, there are the pure electric waves—electron a d ion sound 
waves. For longitudinal propagation, these waves does not couple with the other 
two waves.  (cf. PIDDINGTON  [15]) Then, (17) is
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 (701±Wz)  (w32) 0 
                  B (v( —w(ie,1+w,g) 0   E +(26) 
                  0  0  (W  I)
where 
                      A                   B
 lc:0pp+  A 
We must add MAXWELL'S equations  for the electromagnetic field and (13). 
 47riatc curl  H  , (27) 
 ah  —  —  c  curl  E (28) 
 31 
Then, the dispersion relation becomes (with a solution of the form  expi  (o  t+  Kz)), 
                  (13VN2+ f°c2(ze)+ w27.1 ±(w3SI)    (0247r (29) 
                  1+6){i(w1+ wtz,)(w0}) 
 47r 
where 
 V  N    - 
                          1/47rp—1/47r(p„+pp)
This dispersion equation is applicable to the frequency range from the lower one, in 
which the motion of positive ions is important, to the higher one, in which the positive 
ions are undisturbed, while the electrons play a predominant role. 
   For the lower frequency range, the effect of a magnetic field on the propagation 
of magneto-hydrodynamic waves is to split the waves into two waves with different 
velocities, circularly polarized in opposite senses corresponding to 0 and E waves of 
 normll electromagnetic waves. The discrete transition from mangeto-hydrodynamic 
'range' to electromagnetic 'range' arises and the normal electromagnetic waves appear 
at frequencies higher than (0 which can be found in the following equation. 
                    1 +  47ri.(7)2)1+W2A(WV.)}=  0  -
From this  enuation, 
                                       47t  (0= (30)                              i(
W1+7V2zz)(Ze)3z) 
The signs represent E and 0 waves, respectively. For E wave 
 w32  >  0, and  if  awi  I  >  I  Sze)  2Z4  and  f  w  1  >  0, then using (19),
                              147rN ,e2       co=(31) 
                                      me 
where  NI, is the 'plasma frequency.' For 0 wave, if  w„>  Sw1 and 
 47r2,, 
 m  — (32) 
                                     W3Z C 0e 
where  (0,-----eH  /mec is the electron gyro-frequency. 
   However, the magneto-hydrodynamic 0 wave is always very strongly damped
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in the lower ionosphere and does not exist at frequencies higher than some critical 
frequencies under the various ionospheric onditions. For the magneto-hydrodynamic 
frequency range, (29) is approximately, 
  =  VN2  +  6)62 47( fi(W1+  W  2zz)(w3»)}(33) 
Remembering that a(w2„) >(w1) and VA2> c2'4:47r(w2") ,thecondition of 
non-existance of 0 wave propagating in the direction of the magnetic field is given by 
the inequality, 
                           w szcoc2H2  co                          V
N2< 471- =47rp
p' 
where (O+eHis  the  ion  gyro-frequency. From this relation, 
 na+c 
 >  CO+  VA 2 H2 (34)  4
7rpi, 
In the case of electron and positive ion binary-mixture, this is reduced to 
 >  CO+  • (35) 
 AsTROm  [1] and  SCHLUTER [3] treated the same problem with the same result. Dis-
persion curves are obtained for the following model (Table 1), in which the molecular 
weights of neutral particles and ions are both taken to be 26 (cf. COWLING  [7], p. 470). 
                               Table  I. Model ionosphere 
       Height (km)  300                                         150                                                               80
 Nn/cc  2.0  x  101° J 1.3 x 1012 1  1.3  x  10" 
 Np/cc  1.0  x  108  1.0  x  105  1.0  x 
 T°(K) 1000  600  200 
 aen  9.35  x  Tl /2  2.957  x  10-35  2.290  x10-35  1.322  x  1025 
 1.382  x10-28 2.971 x  10-28  1.546  x10-27 
 a  -rn  2.250 x  10-32 2.250  x10-32 2.250 x 10-32 
 p  x  26)Np  4.352  x  10-17  4.352  x  10-18  4.352  x10-2e 
 x  26)N„  8.704  x  10-12  5.658x10-11  5.658  x  10' 
 =-H,/,,./47r(pn  ±  pp)  /  .353  x  105  1.677  x  /01  1.677  x  103 
 VA  =HR/47rPp  1.913  x  107  6.050  x  107  6.050  x  108 
        cop 5.639  x  107  1.783  x  /07  1.783x108
 0,15  2  / 4.037  x108  4.037  x  107  4.037  x105 
To illustrate the dispersion relation, the phase velocity is plotted in Fig. 1 as a function 
of  co for the conditions corresponding to F2, E and D region of the ionosphere. 
   From the practical standpoint, it is convenient to write formally the phase 
velocity of magneto-hydrodynamic waves in the form 
 H   V  
—   
 1/47rpeff, 
where  peff is the effective mass density. It is interpreted that the physical significance 
of this term is, though formalistic as it may sound, how much the fraction of each 
particle contributes to the wave velocity. For very low frequency, the phase velocity
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          Fig. 1 Dispersion curves  for the conditionsin the F2, E and D regions of 
          the ionosphere. 
tends to  V  N  =   —   ;  and as  co increases, the phase velocity increases and  -I/  472-(p
p+  pn) 
tends to infinite for frequences already given in (31) and (32). 
    It must be noticed that the phase velocity for  Cil=1-10-2 is much greater than 
the thickness of the ionosphere. Thus, we are led to consider the existence of 
the outer atmosphere for the explanation of findings the observed geomagnetic 
micropulsation (cf.  DUNGEY' [16] and KATO & AKASOFU  [17]). The wave of this 
kind must propagate through the outer atmosphere. Owing to the instrumental 
limitation, the discussion concerning the geomagnetic micropulsation deals only with 
the frequency below  co=1 at present. In such a case, it is  sufficient o take  po= 
 pp—lOpp• 
4 Waves propagated across the Magnetic Field 
   Studies of waves propagated across the magnetic field have been made by 
HERLOFSON  [18], VAN DE HULST [19] and ANDERSON [20] for the medium with infinite 
or scalar conductivity and further by PIDDINGTON [21] for the medium with 
anisotropic conductivity. A general treatment was also made by LARENZ  [22]. 
   Writing the left-hand side of (26) F,  j,,  jy and  j, are expressed in term of F. 
                             =  EiFx—  E2Fy 
 9Y=I1FY+  12FX                                            (37) 
 jz =  oFz 
where 
           (2zz) (az)          1    Eo— -wi+ w and E9 w •               ,w
i  (wi+w2,,)2+ (w 302(W1+ W22.02± (w3,)2 
Further, we define ,
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                                                       2 
 I3 =1+2'2  
 Xi and are the generalized conductivity, and under the condition given in (22), 
they are reduced to the usual conductivity. As we are concerned with the frequency 
range corresponding to the geomagnetic micropulsation, they accord with the usual 
conductivity. 
   Considering the same co-ordinate system in §3, we consider the plane waves prop-
agating perpendicularly to the external magnetic field (with a solution of the form 
 expi  (cot—  Kx)). That is, 
                 aa    o
,=0. (38)          axayaz 
According  to PIDDINGTON (21), using MAXWELL'S equation (27) and (37), (neglecting 
the displacement current) we have, in general, 
 v2hz -X' El  azcat  curl,h47(1'ahz — curl, (vx17)} , (39) 
provided div  j =  0  . 
Under the condition we are concerned with, (39) can be reduced to 
 c2  aqtz   =zavx                + H•(40)           4
nax2at ax 
We must study in some detail the condition div j=0; the equation of charge conserva-
tion is 
 36°  div  0  , (41)  at 
and MAXWELL'S equation gives 
               div E = 47re(N+—  N =  47EN  pe  (u, —  ue):=  47ra-0  , 
provided that  N+=N  p (1 + u+) and Ne  =Np (1 +  Ile)  • 
For wave motion, we have from (41), 
 cro  =  0  , 
so that,  u+ =  ue  . 
That is, the space charge is zero and this means that we neglect he electric waves. 
   Returning to the main subject, the first term of (17)  the first impressed electric 
field  — is zero and the second term does not affect so much, because a comparison of 
the second term with the fourth one on the right-hand side of (16) gives, under the 
condition A >  o  pp and — 
p1  , 
                                       . 
 vpp•H  I   v•H KT  
                Ac  I c  Np  L•Nnex+nv  '
where L is a characteristic length. Taking  I.--107cm,  v  —102cm/sec,  10'°/cc and 
 T  103K,
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 KT   1 
 L  •  N  „  cc  ,v 
and so, 
 vpp-H  v  6N1,  
            Ac  1 c  N
(13) together with hydrodynamical equations deriving acoustic waves gives 
                  a2v,a2v,1'<<2,2 a2h,  _0  ,                                             (42)at2u, ax2 H axaz 
where  U= velocity of sound. 
Combining (40) and (42), we find the following dispersion equation, 
                      K4 — K2 
                           7'6)(U2 +VA72) 1la)0(43) 
              {(b):   sU2 sU2 
where 
 c2  S 
 47/../3  • 
Similarly, it  may be shown that 
 hz  ___  (CO2—  U2K2) H   (44) 
 v  x  colcV 
(43) is or second degree  in K2 indicating two pairs of waves. They are a sound wave 
and a modified  ALFVEN wave. In the ionospheric onditions, for the frequency range 
that we are concerned with, 
 (to  co  (U2+  V  A')  (03                                             (45)
            U2  sU2  sU2  • 
Then, it is shown approximately that  
2  (02 io,(U2+ V N2)   (46) 
                U2 —  sU2 
 v  2 CO•         K2  =  N(47) —
S2 
a) Sound wave 
     From (46), 
         1/2}1/2 
           (u2+ V 2)2iv‘k./1 2+ 
 
K    + 
                     )112uj+(U       1/2 t.1\1  ± s2c020(02N2)  _1 
                                           (48) 
Since (U2 +  VN2)2  <  GO2S2  , (48) can be reduced to 
 w  =  V  -------  U  . (49) 
   This result arises from the fact that the conductivity in the ionosphere is low 
enough to transmit this type of the sound wave. In the high conductive medium, 
this wave does not appear owing to high damping. Substituting (49) into (44), this 
wave has the virtually equal kinetic and potential energy density. The result shows 
that the retarded sound wave (See § 5) may also propagate in the ionosphere.
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 h)  Modified  Alfven wave 
    From (47), similarly, 
      1/2 I 1.1/2          VN{,2s2                                                            co2s2                           i.(50)       –+ _[774—1-\/17 4 +1v 251/ ZS N 
 Since,  w2s2  > (50) can be reduced to 
                  =  17  —1/2cos  —  107cm/sec(in the F2 region) (51) 
 and the damping length is  1/2s/co-  . The result shows that the conclusion in § 3 may 
be also applicable to this wave in the ionosphere. 
5 Magneto-hydrodynamic Shock Waves 
    Since the electron density variation for the wave-like variation observed in the 
ionosphere is 10% or so, it is necessary to treat this type of disturbance as the wave 
of finite amplitude  — that is, as the shock wave. Magneto-hydrodynamic shock 
waves have been studied by HOFFMAN and TELLER  [23], HELFER [24] and LUST  [25]. 
    It is well-known that three types of the wave may be propagated through a
magneto-hydrodynamic fluid. They are 'retarded sound  waves',  'modified  Alfven 
waves' and 'true  Alfven  waves', whose properties are so well described by VAN DE 
 HULST. 
    According to HELFER, there are three types of the shock wave which may be 
transmitted in the same material and in their infinitesimal imiting case of amplitude, 
they correspond to the above-mentioned waves. It is very difficult to discuss perfect-
ly these disturbance propagation in the weakly ionized gas-mixture. Fortunately, 
the results obtained in § 3 and § 4 form the basis for the treatment hat we confine our 
attention, though only formally and not physically, to the ionized part of gases for the 
frequency range concerned, except the discussion on wave attenuation, as the first 
approximation in the ionosphere. It is permissible very fortunately — in the 
ionospheric onditions in the frequency range which we are concerned with. 
    From the above conclusion, it becomes evident that the modified ALFVEN wave 
and the true  ALFVEN wave have a large velocity, as regards the order of magnitude, 
 V  H  
 1/47rpi,' 
On the instrumental side, radio observations suffer from severe limitations. It seems 
that the modified  ALFVEN wave may not be observed at present. However, it may 
be noted that GARDNER and PAWSEY [26] observed an interesting accordance between 
the D region disturbance and the geomagnetic disturbances. 
   The retarded sound wave and corresponding shock wave are the most interesting 
ones at present, because the velocity is of the order of acoustic wave and they are 
observable. Thus the discussion which follows deals only with this type of a shock 
wave. 
   The fundamental properties of the retarded sound wave are that the wave is
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virtually sound wave and its motion is not parallel to the direction of propagation, 
but to the magnetic field when the magnetic field is strong enough  (cf. VAN DE HULST 
 [20]). 
    We study HELFER'S [25] treatment. Referring subscripts 1 and 2 to the 
physical parameters of the medium in front of the advancing shock and those 
behind the shock respectively, we have the following  Rankine-Hugoniot-like 
equations. 
               pivix2++817r Hiy2p21,72x2p2 4.  817r  H2y2  (52) 
 PiVix  Viy  47r  HixHiy=  P2V  2x1  2y  417r  H2A1/23, (53) 
y-1y—1  pVix+  1 p1(1712  + V13.2) = P2 V2x + 1 2 P2 (V'4%2 V2Y2) F2X  2
                                           (54)
In the above quations, we transform the reference system in the following manner. 
         V ixC-=— S 
             172,1732x - CT72),=V°2y s1C , (55) 
where  si  — tan  0,  . (56) 
Defining x in relation to s, the 
retarded sound-type shock wave is  repre-
sented by the following range in  X. P, P,,Pe,ft',                                   igV
   1 > x0 .(<°: 
                                                                                                          (k . 
Define Q,  n, and A by the following  K\sa' 4c 
equations, 
                                                 ‘1\°. 
    1Hi2/87-tpi _Or _ 02   Q(59) 
           Pi/(Y-1)Pi 
 =  P'  ,  and  n1—xA' (60)               1—A 
            1-1/12  A— (61) 
 1—x/r/' Fig. 2 Retarded sound-type shock wave 
then, (52), (53), (54) and (58) give 
   Qy(1+s2)A                                                 ,(62)A2[(y —1)x —(y4-1)] + A [2—{(2—y)x + 71)-s2] + (x+1)s2 
where  y is the specific heat ratio and is now taken to be 5/3. Then, we can find A 
 (>0) from the quadratic equation (62) in  term of  y,  s,  x, and Q which are decided from 
the physical condition of the medium considered in front of the shock wave. Define 
D, by the following equation, 
                    DiH,=---  (4n-peff)1/2  V, , (63) 
then, D1 becomes
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 D12  = 1  -  xA , (64) 
and  V, is 
 V,' =  D12172 , (65) 
where V is  ALFVEN wave velocity. 
    Thus, finally, we haveV1. Transforming it by (55), we get C, the velocity of 
shock front in the direction of propagation, 
                                           12 
                              s2)  C2=(1T7 or C = V, cos601 . (66) 
Further, writing 
                   U12  y   (67) 
 172 2Q ' 
where  (712 = 
then the velocity of shock front in the term of  U1—Mach number is 
 M--..\/ 6Q  D, cos  01  . (68) 
                          5 We choose  01=84°  (52-100) as the numerical representation. Then, taking x  (bend-
ing factor a measure of shock strength),  7)  (=Nip') and M (=Mach number) are 
calculated as a function of Q. Here, we regard that  Q1/2 is propotional to the ratio of 
 ALFVÈN wave velocity  (V—H/1/47rpeff) to the sound velocity U1.  (cf. (67)) They are 
shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4. 
6 Shock Waves in the Ionosphere 
   According to the recent study by the moving picture of ionograms, rapidly vary-
ing disturbances ome times occur on the  WI trace. Some of them appear at the 
uppermost F2 layer (at the F2 layer critical frequency) and come  down along the 
 h' -f trace to the region Fl and E . (cf. Fig. 5) Owing to their very  small thickness in 
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contrast with the 'base' F2 layer (cf.  Min's criterion [27]), it seems unlikely that 
their ionization arises from radiation emitted by the sun. 
 BIBL.  [28,  29] and BIBL,  HARNISCHMACHER and RAWER  [30] made the detailed 
study for such a phenomenon at Freiburg (Geograph. Long. 7.8°E, Lat. 48.1°N) and 
Djibouti (Geograph. Long. 43.1°E, Lat.  11.5°N). According to Dr. K. RAWER, some 
further informations are the following.  Frequency of  occurrence  : up to 10 per hour, 
rather different on different days. The velocity of the apparent movement (virtual 
height) goes up to some 300  m/s (vertical component). The phenomenon is always 
very rare at night time. Moreover, Dr. Y. NAKATA [32] observed also vertical motion 
by the sweep frequency  h'-t and  jct method. The well-defined form of observed 
features indicates the horizontal motion from north to south of the order of 7.5 km/ 
 min., as well as the vertical motion. 
    Consequently, it seemsthat the wave front has three dimensional surface when 
we assume the shock wave hypothesis. In  [30], they first proposed the pressure wave. 
Here, we picture the model as shown in Fig. 6. A simplified model will suffice to 
obtain rapidly an approximate result and calculation in § 5 may be applied to this 
model. If we observe such a shock front at three points A, B, and C with the radio 
method (e.g. virtual height against a fixed frequency), we may see the same feature 
observed by  MuNR0 [34] at Canberra, Sydney and Brisbaine. MARTYN proposed 
 'Cellular wave' hypothesis. 
    At the middle latitude, the true vertical velocity is of the order of 150  m/s  (cf. 
BIBL  [29]) and the horizontal velocity is of the order of 120  m/s (=7.5  km/min.) (cf. 
NAKATA [32]) and so, C being about 100  m/s. If we assume that the vertical and 
horizontal velocities are same and the magnetic dip is  50°, then  s2-100. (See Fig. 6) 
 In § 5, we calculated  n and M, provided  s2,--100. From Fig. 3 and Fig. 4, it is seen 
 that if  77 (=electron density variation)  --10% or so, then  M,--0.1 for any value of Q.
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      Here, Q is of the order of  104, according to the definition in § 5 and the conclusion 
     given in § 3. Taking  T=1000°K, the sound velocity (=U in eq. (12) and (67)) is 
      about 1080  m/s. Thus,  M,--0.1-108  m/s. 
          The satisfactory agreement betweenthe observed and theoretical values pro-
      vides the possible explanation due to the shock wave. The profile of a shock front 
      depends markedly on the energy dissipation processes. But, the theory of thermal 
      conduction in an ionized gas (electron-ion binary-mixture) in the gyro-free field is 
      very complicated and has never been established yet. (cf. CHAPMAN and COWLING
      [13] p. 336) More complicated effects occur if the neutral particle is included. General-
      ly, the thickness of the transition region in a shock front is of the order of 4 freepaths. 
      This value is considered the maximum one, because the thermal conduction perpen-
      dicular to the magnetic field is reduced. Consequently, the discrete profilemay be 
      observed by the radio method. 
         Dr. K. RAWER pointedout that they are very rare at night, that is, they appear 
      only over the sunlit hemisphere. In the previous paper  [17]  , the writer reported a 
      marked correlation between the solar M disturbances and the wave-train-type geo-
      magnetic micropulsations. The solar M disturbances may travel through the inter-
      planetary medium and disturb the outer atmospheric surface layer over the sunlit 
      hemisphere after 3 days as the average time of transit. (cf. KATO and AKASOFU[35]). 
      They further propagate through the outer atmosphere and may be observedin the 
      ionosphere by the radio method and on the ground by the sensitive magnetometer, 
     though it seems very likely that they will be transformed uring their travels. Owing 
     to the high particle density toward the earth, they will be digenerated and appear 
      as the very weak shock waves in the ionosphere. 
          Now, for further study, simulatneousobservations at various latitudes are very 
      desirable. It is also desirable to find the relationships between  ', M and 0, since they 
      may vary at different parts of the earth. Correlation also may be expected to observe 
      the shock wave or geomagnetic micropulsation at both ends of a magnetic line of 
      force in the two  hemispheres, because the disturbances at the outer atmospheric surface
      may be guided by the symmetrical magnetic line of force and may appear in the two 
      hemispheres. If this correlation of the phenomena can be established, a new tool will 
      become available for the exploration of the outer atmosphere from the study of the 
 propag-afion of a shock wave or a geomagnetic micropulastion. 
      7 Conclusion 
         Thedispersion relation obtained in § 3 is applicable to the frequency range from 
      the lower one, in which the motion of positive ions is important, to the higher one in 
      which the positive ions are undisturbed, while the electrons play a predominant 
        role. 
         It also becomes evident that the modified  ALFVEN and the true ALFVEN wave 
      have velocity, as regards the order of magnitude,  V— —H--where p„ is the mass                                                       47rpp 
     density of the ionized parts of the gases and the sound wave is not affected for 
      transverse propagation.
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   Then, a retarded sound-type shock wave is studied in the ionospheric ondition 
according to the conclusion given above. It is shown that some rapid varying irregular 
features of the  h' —f curve on the ionograms, which have vertical and horizontal (from 
north to south) motion may be attributed to the retarded sound-type shock wave. 
   It is suggested that correlation is expected to observe this type of the shock wave 
as well as the wave-train-type geomagnetic micropulsation at both ends of a magnetic 
line of force in the two hemispheres. 
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     Note added in  proof  : Recently, CHERNOSKY,MAPLE and COON reported the audio-
 frequency fluctuations from 500 to 16000 cps with a small peak at 8000cps. They suggested 
 that these fluctuations were probably caused by atmospherics (distant thunder stormactivity), 
  because the data were taken during a magnetically quiet period. It is clear that these 
 fluctuations are the short period (<we)  ALFV1N  Iwaves which are shown by the dispersion 
  curve in Fig 1. The writer is indebted to Dr. E. MAPLE, Air Force CambridgeResearch 
  Center, Cambridge, Massachusettu, for his kind communication. 
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